
For more information, contact our team.

HANNA | CEILING P.48; HANNA | PENDANT P.49; HANNA | CHANDELIER P.50;
HANNA | FLOOR P.100; HANNA | WALL P.166;

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CATALOG 2020

BULBS 
5 x E27 Bulbs, max 40 per bulb
(E12 for USA not included)

 

Hanna �oor lamp is a Mid Century modern design, 
with a luxurious marble base and gold plated arms 
holding �ve asymmetrical round shades, this �oor 
lamp �ts perfectly in a Mid Century modern room 
style. With a structure made in polished marble 
estremoz and with multiple lamp shades made in 
brass and aluminum, this �oor light is a pure 
mid-century modern lamp full of grace and charm. Its 
�exible lamp shades allow you to spread the light 
anywhere you want it to be. Bathed in gold plated 
and matte white �nishes, Hanna showcases a high 
quality craftsmanship, since it was applied an ancient 
technique called hand metal spinning. On the whole, 
this brass �oor lamp reports to a classical ambiance, 
back to art deco, evoking a powerful mid-century 
modern design.

HANNA  | FLOOR

DIMENSIONS
HEIGHT:  70” | 178 cm 

MATERIALS
BODY:  Brass  
SHADE: Brass, Aluminium
BASE: Marble Estremoz (polished)

WEIGHT
Approx. 34 kg | 75 lbs

kg

STANDARD FINISHES

FLOOR CATEGORY

LENGTH:  25.5” | 65 cm

Gold Plated
Black Marble 
Matte Black
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Gold Plated
White Marble
Matte White
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HANNA | FLOOR

PACKAGE
(Cardboard Box)

WIDTH:  ” |  cm
HEIGHT:  ” |  cm
DEPTH:  ” |  cm

SHADES
Nº1 - 5 units
HEIGHT:  9.8” | 25 cm 
DIAMETER:  7.1” | 18.2 cm

Shade with Bulbs  

DESCRIPTION
SHADES

SHADE

Bulbs 
5 x E27 Bulbs, max 40 per bulb
(E12 for USA not included)
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